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QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON

FACILITY FEATURE

ROTH FARMS
RICHLAND CITY, IN

Jeff Roth, along with his son, Justin have
grown Roth Farms into a well oiled machine,
ready for whatever Mother Nature throws
at them. By keeping efficiency at the top of
their priority list and planning for the future,
they are able to celebrate growth.
The 36’ TopDry combines an even mix
of air and heat to produce specific results
on grain capacities that rival the largest
stackable dryer. This dryer is sustained by
two wet/dry receiving pits, a wet receiving
elevator and a commercial hopper tank for
wet grain and load-out.
Storage is a priority to Roth Farms too.

JUNE SALES PROGRAM

They have more than doubled their storage
capacity and added a dry grain elevator.
System Specs:
• GSI 36’-11 ring TopDry. 28,489 bushels
of storage
• GSI 36” 8,000 BPH wet receiving
elevator.
• GSI 24” 5,600 BPH dry grain elevator.
• GSI 48’-13 ring Farm Comm storage
bin. 76,772 bushels
• GSI 15’-12 ring Overhead Comm
Hopper Tank for wet grain and load-out.
5,332 bushels
• Hutchinson 8,000 BPH wet receiving

GSI is offering added incentive to make your storage purchase this month! Purchase by
June 30, 2015 to receive a discount up to 18%. If you want to save even more, you can
bundle your bin or hopper tank with material handling, select dryers and/or towers and
catwalks for the greatest savings!

dump pit.
• Secondary Martin 5,600 BPH wet/dry
receiving dump pit.
• Two other older GSI storage bins.
56,200 bushels

SPRING SALE

New GSI 1116 Grain Dryer, 1 Phase,
LP Gas or Natural Gas, Vision Controls
$59,000.00

EMPLOYEE FEATURE
Keith Igleheart, Construction Leader
Keith was hired in November of 1990 and offers over 30 years
of grain handling and construction industry experience. He has
worked alongside Larry since the beginning of MAS and is integral in building the foundation we now rely on. He and his wife
Holly have one child, a son, Colton. Keith strives to constantly
improve quality and build systems that function well now and
in the future.

LARRY’S
LETTERS
The weather is changing, those winter
temperatures are leaving and summer
temperatures are coming. It’s time to think
about the corn that is stored in bins, that
is being held into the summer in hopes
of taking advantage of a market rally. If
the corn is going to be held past the end
of May, it’s time to think about warming
the grain for summer storage. The
temperature of the corn should be raised
to 60-70° F. One very important factor to
consider before doing this is the moisture
content of the corn. Keeping corn into the
next summer is something that should be
considered and planned for when the corn
is dried and put into the storage bin. Corn
that is held into the summer should be
dried to 14% or below moisture content. If
you did not dry the corn to 14% or below
moisture content and have not sold the
corn because the market has not rallied
as you had anticipated, you may want to
rethink keeping the corn into the summer.
Corn like any other product has a shelf
life, if the corn was dried to 15% moisture
and cooled to 50° in September by the

CELEBRATE!

end of April 2/3 of its shelf life is used
up. Then if the temperature is raised
to 60° then the 1/3 shelf life that life
that is left equates to approximately
70 days before one [1] grade is lost. If the
corn temperature is raised to 70° then
the 1/3 shelf life becomes 40 days. All of
a sudden #2 corn becomes #3 corn. That
doesn’t help the bottom line, in this time
of lower market prices that can mean the
difference between profit and loss. [All
of this information is based on assuming
that the moisture of the grain was tested
accurately and that the grain was cooled
to 50° immediately.] If the corn had been
dried to 14% and handled in the same
manner and the temperature raised to
60° there would still be almost a one year
shelf life left at the end of May.
I would recommend not raising the corn
temperature above 65° if possible. Insect
and mold activity seem to start at around
70°. It is also a good idea to seal off the
fans at the bottom to stop the natural
chimney effect, which, as the air moves
up through the corn will warm the corn
in the bottom of the bin. Pay attention
to what’s going on in your bins, it’s your
livelihood.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Looking to increase yields and
improve profit?
GSI’s portable grain dryers are an
easy way to gain performance on your
harvest. With an option to be portable
or permanent, this dryer can easily be
incorporated into your system. Already
have a dryer? There are many updates
that could greatly improve efficiency
and save you money, ask us for a free
audit!
The portable dryer is available in a
variety of models: single, stacked or XStream. The dryers are armed with the
industry’s best command center, the Vision Control Panel. Vision keeps your
dryer operating efficiently even when
you aren’t around. It is responsive,
deliberate and simple to use. If you’d
like to be able to adjust your dryer from
afar, just add the optional WatchDog
mobile monitoring system that allows
you to adjust or monitor your dryer’s
performance from your phone, tablet or
computer.
Manufactured with quality and attention to detail, GSI dryers offer the following and much more:
• Asco valves on single module
• Maxon™ gate valves on stackable
• Easy-to adjust vaporizer
• Large service access door
• Mixing vanes eliminate hot spots
• Low-profile, fold-up wet bin
• Composite polymer blades
• Optimized airflow to 80 cfm/bu.

Anniversary:
John Foster, Warehouse Foreman
Hired April 11,2014
Jarrad Carpenter, Service Tech
Hired June 7, 2011
Jeff Harris, VP of Operations
Hired June 11, 1991
Nathaniel Lauer, Bin Crew Leader
Hired June 10, 2014
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SUMMER SERVICE TIP

Run all electric motors on fans, augers,
elevators, air systems, etc. every month
for 15-30 minutes to keep them in good
working order and ready for when they
are needed.

